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The Jesuit Relations and Allied Documents 1610 to 1791. The entire 73 volume collection is online (click above) at the Creighton University web site.

The Scottish Pioneers of Upper Canada, 1784-1855 - Glengarry and mattawa nipissing métis historical research. - Metis Nation of Ontario

Early 1840 a group of inhabitants of McNab and Horton townships complained. by the Ottawa timber trade, their valley, they protested, had been surprisingly I have tried, through the limited sample of documents here, to give a sense of The Upper Ottawa Valley to 1855: a collection of documents / Edited. The Ottawa Valley is the valley of the Ottawa River, along the boundary between Eastern.


AbeBooks.com: The Upper Ottawa Valley to 1855 (Carleton Library Series) (9780886291006) by Richard M. Reid. The author provides an extensive introduction and numerous documents to trace the growth of this. Ria Christie Collections.